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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Building on Success
I recently attended the 46th annual Goddard Memorial Symposium, and I cannot
tell you how many times people came up to me at the symposium and told me that
this was the best event of its kind that they had ever attended. Speakers from NASA
Administrator Mike Griffin to scientists and engineers from the Goddard Space Flight
Center, academia, and industry all made for a memorable program – and the luncheons,
breaks, and receptions all afforded excellent networking opportunities to connect
with customers, colleagues, and friends. While it may sound boastful to brag of your
own organization’s success, in this case, to the planning committee as well as our
AAS office staff and volunteers, I think it’s appropriate to say – WELL DONE.
Of course, what most may not realize is that, beyond a superb program, this year’s
Goddard Symposium featured live, online e-summaries of what was happening at
the symposium. Additionally, thanks to NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, key
program highlights were recorded and posted online for those who could not attend
(www.astronautical.org). This web posting of conference video, as well as the
streaming summaries, are examples of new e-initiatives to bring access to the Society
into the 21st Century by utilizing information technology to reach our members and to reach out to attract new ones. Later this year,
we hope to make The Journal of the Astronautical Sciences available online as well, and we are planning to devote significant
resources to do so. These are only a few of the many initiatives we have begun to build upon our successes to make the society even
more active and vital in the near future.
From the outstanding programs the Society sponsors to our technical publications and superb technical committees, the AAS has
many strengths. Unfortunately, with less than 1,500 members and after the approximate $50K budget shortfall of 2007, we need to
make some changes if we are to continue to be the vibrant society that has, for over 50 years, been a significant contributor to
progress in space exploration.
On January 18th, the AAS Executive Committee met in Washington, DC for a daylong offsite to agree upon our vision for the
Society’s future, brainstorm new ideas, and begin developing action plans. We agreed that, while the Society had a very solid base of
programs, technical activities and publications, we are not doing all we can to serve our membership, promote astronautics and space
exploration, and enhance our influence in the space community. To succeed in revitalizing the Society and increasing its overall
vitality, we concluded that we needed to grow the Society and make it an even more active organization. Specifically, we agreed upon
the following.
· Membership – Doubling members and level of active involvement in the next two years
· Education – Expanding our support of and connecting better to university communities, especially soon-to-be new
professionals
· Meetings/Events – Improving quality and increasing quantity of events/conferences
· Financial Improvement – Arrest decline in reserves/improve Society’s fiscal robustness and ability to support a broader
range of activities
I hope you will agree that these are good goals for our future, and I welcome members’ input and ideas to help us achieve success.
Our officers are working to incorporate the results of our offsite into the 2008 strategic implementation plans, but they cannot do
what is needed without help from our members. I urge you to consider volunteering to help in our effort to grow the Society. From
organizing new technical activities or policy programs to recruiting new members, you can be a very big part in the Society’s future.
Thank you for your past contributions to the Society’s success. I look forward to your support in growing the AAS and making it an
even more vital organization!
AAS – Advancing All Space

Frank A. Slazer
digaslaze@mac.com
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There Is a Compelling Reason to
Return to the Moon – and to Stay There
by William E. Burrows
In the science fiction novel Encounter
with Tiber by Buzz Aldrin and John
Barnes, a colossal space cruiser goes on a
multi-generational intergalactic voyage of
discovery. The ship’s captain is a female
named Osepok; I suspect the authors wrote
Osepok as a woman because women are
not afraid to ask for directions. She justifies
the mission to her crew by warning them,
“There’s not a place in the universe that’s
safe forever. The universe is telling us,
‘Spread out, or wait around and die.’ ”
Every solid object in the solar system,
from the terrestrial planets down to
asteroids such as Eros, bears the scars of
asteroid and comet hits and other collisions.
Mercury’s surface is so covered with
impact craters that it looks like the
planetary equivalent of a recovered small
pox victim. And the gas balls have taken
their own hits, as the string of ShoemakerLevy comet fragments that slammed into
Jupiter in July 1994 vividly showed. Planet
Earth, of course, has suffered from its own
run-ins with very large chunks of rock and
metal. The impact that obliterated the
dinosaurs 65 million years ago is widely
known. It now turns out that another major
impact occurred practically yesterday in
cosmic time – about 12,900 years ago –
when one or more low-density
extraterrestrial objects exploded over
northern North America, causing a shock
wave and other deadly impulses that caused
widespread forest fires and planetary
chilling (if not the global winter of 65
millions years ago, at least a global
autumn). This catastrophe destroyed food
sources, killed millions of people and
animals, and forced survivors to migrate
great distances.
It is the possibility of such events
reoccurring that brings Osepok’s dire
warning to mind. We are by no means the
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helpless, potential victims of a wrathful and
dangerous universe. The Spaceguard
Survey which was started by NASA in
1998 in order to catalogue 90 percent of
all potential impactors that cross this
planet’s orbit on the plain of the ecliptic,
which have the latent capacity to cause
catastrophic regional or planetary damage.
Though the survey should be completed this
year (on a pitifully small budget),
Spaceguard has inherent problems. First,
it leaves ten percent of the potentially
deadly rock and iron boulders unaccounted
for. Less obviously, a killer impactor could
come not from Earth’s orbital plane, but
from above or below. That is, it could come
from the Oort Cloud which envelopes the
solar system. Spaceguard is not designed
to spot and catalogue such rogue objects,
so they remain a potential hazard.
Furthermore, there is currently no
coherent plan for preventing a collision that
could end our civilization and the planet
upon which it is sustained. The Bruce
Willis Defense, named for the actor whose
character martyred himself in the film
Armageddon by detonating a nuclear bomb

A time lapse view of the 1994 impacts on
Jupiter by the comet Shoemaker-Levy.
(Source: R. Evans, J. Trauger, H. Hammel
and the HST Comet Science Team / NASA)

on an asteroid eight days before impact,
would not work. It would effectively turn
a cannon ball into grapeshot. That is, it
would transform a regional threat into
dozens, perhaps scores, of city-busters that
could obliterate densely populated places
from New York to Yokohama. Instead,
there is consensus among astronomers and
others who are knowledgeable on the
subject that the beast would have to be
spotted two or three decades ahead of
impact. It could then be moved off course
in a number of ways by a spacecraft
dispatched from Earth flying in close
formation with it. One obvious possibility
would be to nudge it gently. Another would
entail putting a highly reflective shroud
over it so that photons from the distant Sun
would push it off course ever so slightly
but continuously.
Given our notorious inability to take
danger seriously until it is virtually upon
us – global warming seems to be an
exception – nothing has been done to try
to ensure that civilization survives in an
abidingly violent universe. This is not to
say that the home planet is doomed.
Nothing is certain. But precaution is
warranted. No ship’s captain takes to sea
believing that his or her vessel is going to
sink, but he or she nonetheless carries a
dingy, life preservers, and insurance in the
event that the worst happens. Similarly, I
have no reason to believe that my house is
going to burn down, but I keep
irreplaceable documents in a safe deposit
vault in the bank.
Earth’s solitary companion should be
used as this civilization’s safe deposit box.
The paramount reason for returning to the
Moon and establishing a colony there is
neither for scientific research nor for the
mining of resources. It is to protect our
existence to the maximum degree possible
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by spreading out. And civilization is allencompassing. It includes not only people
and other living things, but our highly
perishable social, scientific, and cultural
record as well. In that regard, there is a
lesson to be learned from the destruction
of the Museum and the Royal Library at
Alexandria more than a millennium ago.
Both constituted the greatest glory of what
was then the greatest city on Earth; the first
true research institution in the history of
the world. “Here was a community of
scholars, exploring physics, literature,
medicine, astronomy, geography,
philosophy, mathematics, biology, and
engineering,” Carl Sagan wrote. “Genius
flourished there. The Alexandrian Library
is where we humans first collected,
seriously and systematically, the
knowledge of the world.” The heart of the
library was its papyrus scrolls, which are
thought to have numbered in the hundreds,
and which constituted nothing less than a
repository of Western knowledge. One of
them was written by Aristarchus of Samos
roughly 2,000 years ago. It claimed the
planet he lived on orbited the Sun. One of
the consequences of the destruction of the
library was that it took thirteen centuries
before Kepler, Copernicus, and Galileo got
back on the trail and rediscovered
heliocentrism.
The lunar colony should therefore be the
repository for a record of Earth’s collective
civilization. To that end, some who believe
implicitly in preserving our record – the
basic totality of who we are and what we
do – have created an organization to
promote that cause. It is called the Alliance
to Rescue Civilization, or ARC. Its goal is
to collect information that defines our
existence and place it off-planet for
safekeeping. The Moon is a likely
repository. The information would
necessarily be international, and aside from
the obvious benefit derived from making
the data all-inclusive, the sheer necessity
of international cooperation on the project
would benefit the world community as a
whole. In a more subtle way, it would
become another means by which the
peoples of Earth, irrespective of
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“Earth’s solitary companion should be used
as this civilization’s safe deposit box.”
nationalities, politics, social structures, and
religions, would come to understand
subliminally that they are basically the
same generic creatures.
It is important to note that the ARC (as
in ARChive) program would be
continuously updated. It would
emphatically not be a time capsule. By
definition, a capsule would not be updated
and would therefore limit the information
it contained. A time capsule that was
completed at the end of the 19th Century,
for example, would contain nothing about
two world wars; the development of
nuclear power for war and peace; the
advent of powered heavier-than-air flight;
the development of the rocket and its
consequent use for everything from
ballistic missiles, to Earth observation, the
communication and meteorological
revolutions, sending men to the Moon,
exploring the solar system; the holocaust;
astonishing medical advances; Russia’s
failed flirtation with communism; the
advent and consequences of mass
communication; computers; civil rights
advances and women’s suffrage in the
United States; mass travel, and a great deal
more.
Starting a colony on Mars has been on
the international space agenda in one form
or another for a long time. The Mars
Society exists to help realize that goal, and
so have any number of writers, including
John Noble Wilford, The New York Times’
science and space writer, who made the
case in Mars Beckons. NASA has had the
Red Planet in its sights since the agency
was born in 1958, and has sent a succession
of robotic explorers to scout, starting with
the Mariner missions and then with the
Viking lander, followed by Pathfinder and,
most recently, by the Spirit and
Opportunity robots, Mars’ “happy
wanderers.”
Mars has captivated us because of the
possibility of life on it. As late as the 1950s,

some True Believers thought that what
Percival Lowell took to be irrigation canals
created by intelligent beings in fact existed.
As the chemist Robert Shapiro has
eloquently written in Planetary Dreams,
the quest to discover life beyond Earth has
been persistent.
All that is as it should be. The problem
is that, depending on the trajectory, Mars
is a year-and-a-half to two-year roundtrip.
And sending an expedition there would be
pointless unless it stayed long enough to
search for life and collect other data. The
Moon, on the other hand, is only four days
away. That makes it an excellent first
extraterrestrial habitat. The relative ease
of communication and transportation
would foster the establishment of a colony,
though still at a cost so great that it will
not be accomplished without international
effort. More to the point, such a goal would
require participation by the private sector.
Furthermore, the inhabitants of either body
could help the other in the event of a serious
emergency, such as an emergency due to
impact.
The term “next logical step” has been
overworked. It has been applied to the
Space Transportation System, and then to
the International Space Station. But taken
in the context of protecting civilization and
its record, spreading out is not only logical,
but imperative over the long run. It is the
equivalent of backing up our collective
hard drive so we are able to recover from
a crash, in case one cannot be prevented.
That ought to be NASA’s and the
international space community’s
fundamental reason to start a selfsustaining colony on the Moon. It would
constitute an insurance policy of truly
historic proportion.
William E. Burrows is the author of The
Survival Imperative: Using Space to
Protect Earth and The New Ocean: The
Story of the First Space Age.
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The Emperor’s New Clothes, Redux
by John M. Kilneberg
The title of this article refers to the tale
by Danish author Hans Christian
Andersen, written in 1837. As you
remember, it’s about a vain emperor who
is persuaded by two swindlers. The con
men tell the emperor they can weave him a
wonderful cloth with the magical property
that it’s invisible to anyone who is either
“unfit for his office, or unpardonably
stupid.”
They make a suit of clothes for the
emperor, and all the ministers of the court
pretend to see it and exclaim how beautiful
it is. When the emperor wears his new
suit in a public procession, everyone
applauds (because none of them, of course,
was unfit for office or too stupid). Only a
small child loudly proclaims “But he has
nothing on at all!”

It’s not just the difficulty of implementing
a program so completely underfunded as
the Vision, but the attempt to do so within
existing budgets causes irreparable damage
to all other NASA programs. By pretending
that this invisible suit is real, NASA is
forced to back away from an amazing array
of opportunities in aeronautics and civil
space that the Agency should be actively
pursuing.
Let me give you some examples, based
on my own personal experience.
Aeronautics
I joined the NRC’s Aeronautics and
Space Engineering Board in early 2003.
My first assignment was to chair a panel
which would perform an independent
assessment of NASA’s Aeronautics

Our
two
most
important
recommendations were:
(1) The government should continue
to support air transportation, which is vital
to the US economy and the well-being of
its citizens.
(2) NASA should provide world
leadership in aeronautics research and
development.
The report was completed in November
2003. The budget cuts continued, and by
the time I testified in Congress over a year
later, in March 2005, the funding had been
substantially reduced and the focus was
now entirely on the basic science of
aeronautics, not on systems research. At
the hearings, I took the opportunity to
express what I really believed and said:
“This program is a disaster. It is on its way

“The National Vision for Space Exploration is much like the
emperor’s imaginary suit of clothing. Wearing this invisible
suit in public creates tremendous problems for NASA.”
On January 14, 2004, President Bush
announced a new vision for the Nation’s
space exploration program, committing the
US to “a long-term human and robotic
program to explore the solar system,
starting with a return to the Moon that will
ultimately enable future exploration of
Mars and other destinations.” The socalled National Vision for Space
Exploration is much like the emperor’s
imaginary suit of clothing. We pretend we
see it and we exclaim how wonderful it is,
but there’s nothing there at all.
Wearing this invisible suit in public
creates tremendous problems for NASA.
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Technology Programs. My team consisted
of a central committee and three panels,
one for each of the component activities
within the program, and involved almost
forty knowledgeable, well-respected
experts in the field.
The committee’s report concluded that
the Aeronautics Technology Programs were
very good. The array of research activities
was about right. There were good plans in
place to carry out the programs. The
program was achieving much of what it
was established to do, and the activities
were reasonably well connected to the
users.

to becoming irrelevant to the future of
aeronautics in this country and in the
world.”
This has happened at the worst time
imaginable. The air transportation system
is headed for a crisis, and NASA had been
in the position to help develop potential
solutions when it abdicated its
responsibility. The problem is that the
control of air traffic, on the runways and
in the terminal area, now is performed
entirely by controllers at their terminals on
the ground. The pilots are supposed to
follow directions, not make decisions or
provide advice.
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The air traffic system is almost
completely saturated. The only practical
solution is to share decision-making
between the ground controllers and the
highly-trained professional pilots. This idea
represents a fundamental change to the
system. Depending on an operational
agency, in this case the FAA, to develop
such a long-term solution is not realistic they’re focused on solving today’s
problems. To make matters worse, some
of the people on the ground are not prepared
to accept new technology because proposed
improvements look to them like a means
of reducing future employment.
NASA’s response to this impending
national emergency was to walk away from
the systems activities in the aeronautics
program and to take the Ames Research
Center, their prime organization for air
traffic systems research, out of aeronautics.
This was done in an attempt to free up funds
for the Vision for Exploration.
Let me give you another example.
Space Sciences
I recently chaired an SSB panel entitled
“Assessment of the NASA Astrobiology
Institute.” This program is part of the
Planetary Sciences Division of NASA’s
Science Mission Directorate.
Astrobiology is the study of the origin,
evolution, and future of life in the universe.
It’s about the study of life as a planetary
phenomenon, and it looks at the origin and
evolution of biological life as well as
habitable environments. Astrobiology
provides the intellectual and scientific
foundation for much, if not all, of NASA’s
robotic solar system exploration missions.
Understanding how life arose on Earth and
how it evolved helps define the
methodology for searching for life
elsewhere in the universe. Astrobiology is
central to most of the science goals
enunciated in the Vision for Exploration.
During the course of our study, we
discovered that in spite of very favorable
reviews by the NRC and almost a decade’s
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worth of steady budget increases, NASA’s
funding for 2007 cut the Astrobiology
program’s budget by 50%. We were told
that NASA’s budget for Astrobiology is
expected to remain at approximately this
level in the future, with possible annual
corrections for inflation.

As the current Air Traffic Control system
becomes saturated, future systems will be
GPS based and rely on spacecraft like this
new GPS-IIR launched in March. (Source:
Carleton Bailie / ULA)
Our report contains the following
caution: “the Astrobiology program enters
its second decade with a major disconnect
between the resources allocated to its
execution and the important role ascribed
to the program in NASA and NRC strategic
plans.”
The same could be said for NASA’s
program to search for habitable planets
outside our solar system. Funding for the
first major flight system that is a central
part of this effort, the Space Interferometry
Mission, was reduced by 75% in 2005.
Instead of going into Phase C/D the next
year, the project was reclassified as a
“technology only program” and its launch
date was changed to “unspecified.” It is
now very unlikely that this mission will go
forward in the near future. And this damage
is caused by the desire to re-allocate needed
resources for the Vision for Exploration.
One other example in Space Science
ended well: the last planned mission to
service the Hubble Space Telescope,
designated SM-4. In mid-January 2004,

NASA declared that because of risk to the
astronaut crew, they were cancelling the
SM-4 mission. Although all the equipment
for the servicing mission had already been
built and paid for, this mission was not
consistent with the Vision, and the plan was
to re-allocate any funds that remained after
cancellation. At the last minute a robotic
mission was proposed in place of SM-4,
but it was technically beyond the state-ofthe-art and eventually also would have
been cancelled after being declared too
high a risk.
I was part of a joint SSB/ASEB team
consisting of two Nobel laureates in
astronomy, three former NASA astronauts,
several robotic experts from various
universities and other knowledgeable
people in our field who were charged to
assess various options for extending the life
of HST. The committee strongly
recommended that NASA commit to a
shuttle servicing mission that would
accomplish the objectives of the originally
planned SM-4 mission as early as possible
and pursue a robotic mission only to deorbit Hubble.
As we all know, and fortunately for
space science, NASA eventually reversed
the earlier decision and agreed to service
the Hubble with an astronaut crew. But it
took a strong reaction by the external
community and a change of Administrators
to make this happen. At this time, a final
mission to repair HST is planned for late
fall 2008.
Earth Sciences
I became Goddard center director in
1990 and early in my tenure took a trip to
New York City to visit GISS, the Goddard
Institute for Space Studies. At the end of
the day, I answered some questions and
closed with a short speech saying that I was
very proud of the work they had done and
looked forward to supporting them in the
coming years. Nobody said anything. As I
was leaving, I asked Jim Hansen, the
Institute director, why there hadn’t been
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any response. He said: “John, you’re the
first Goddard director who hasn’t
threatened to shut us down. And we’re still
here. We just don’t know if we should be
relieved by your position or really start to
worry this time.”
GISS was one of the very first
organizations to raise scientific questions
about global warming and its causes.
We’ve come a long way since then. Let
me cite two recent news events as
examples.
The 2007 Nobel Peace Prize was shared
by Al Gore and the U.N. Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, a group of 2,000
scientists from about 140 countries. They
recently released the key findings of their
six-year study.
· Global warming is unequivocal.
Temperatures have risen 1.3 degrees in the
last 100 years. Eleven of the past twelve
years are among the warmest since 1850.
Sea levels have gone up by an average 0.07
of an inch since 1961.
· About twenty to thirty percent of all
plant and animal species face the risk of
extinction if temperatures increase by 2.7
degrees. If the thermometer rises by 6.3
degrees, between forty and seventy percent
of species could disappear.
· Human activity is largely responsible
for warming. Global emissions of greenhouse gases grew seventy percent from
1970 to 2004. The concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere is much higher
than the natural range over the past
650,000 years.
· Climate change will affect poor
countries most, but will be felt everywhere.
By 2020, 75 million to 250 million people
in Africa will suffer water shortages.
Residents of Asia’s large cities will be at
great risk of river and coastal flooding,
Europeans can expect extensive species
loss, and North Americans will experience
longer and hotter heat waves and greater
competition for water.
There was another interesting news
release a few weeks ago. The Ninth U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, in San Francisco,
voided the new fuel economy standards and
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ordered the Transportation Department to
rewrite its regulations for many SUVs,
minivans and light trucks. The court argued
that the new rules were inadequate, in part
because they failed to properly assess the
risk and cost of global warming. Although
the ruling is likely to be appealed to the
Supreme Court, it certainly reflects the
growing public concern over the issue of
climate change. There also will certainly
be congressional action of some kind in this
arena.
Now that responsible people around the
world are trying to develop mitigation
strategies, now that small changes in
regional consumption patterns will make
the need for precise measurements of
greenhouse gases more important than
ever, NASA is intent on decreasing its
commitment to research on climate change.
Historical Lesson – Buran
Let me give you one last example, again
based on my personal experience. It’s a
somewhat different, but important, point.
NASA is trying to develop a new manned
launch system without sufficient funds for
the RDT&E. Because of that, the designs
turn out to be similar to the old Apollo
configuration. Setting aside the legitimate
issue of whether NASA should pursue a
major program that doesn’t advance new
technology, this approach can be a very
risky one. The Soviet Buran Spacecraft
may be a good example.
The development of the Buran began in
the early 1970s in response to the U.S.
Space Shuttle program. Soviet engineers
wanted a smaller, lighter lifting-body
vehicle, but the military pushed for a full
scale copy of the double delta-wing Space
Shuttle. The Buran crew at Baikonur told
me that this approach was deliberately
adopted because, with their exceedingly
tight budget, they needed to save RDT&E
funds by copying the US design.
The first and only launch of the
unmanned Buran occurred on November
15, 1988. It was lifted into orbit by the new
Energia launch vehicle. The life support
system was not installed. There was no

payload, and there was no software on the
displays. The Buran orbited the Earth twice
in just under four hours of flight and
performed a fully automated landing on the
special shuttle runway at Baikonur. It never
flew again.
I saw this vehicle in a hangar in
Baikonur during one of my many visits
there to launch the Globalstar satellites on
the Soyuz. The flight vehicle was located
next to a full-scale static test model that
was used to measure loads and to perform
interface tests with the booster. The flight
vehicle was later destroyed by the collapse
of the hangar roof in 2002.

A view of the Russian version of the US
Space Shuttle called the Buran, named
after the Russian word for a blizzard or
snowstorm. (Source: Dr. Vadim P.
Lukashevich)
Although it looked very much like the
American shuttle, the Soviet design had no
main engines since they were part of the
booster, and it was able to incorporate two
gas turbine engines at the rear for powered
flight during re-entry in the atmosphere.
The Buran could also fly autonomously,
from liftoff from the launch pad to its
landing on the runway.
There were rumors that there may have
been problems with the aerodynamics of
the Buran, especially in the allowable c.g.
travel over the entire flight regime. But
whatever the reason, the program was
cancelled in 1993, five years after the
single orbital flight. The reason given was
lack of funds, which was certainly a good
part of the problem.
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I’m reminded of the old quote attributed
to J.P. Morgan, when his neighbor asked
him about the expense of maintaining a
yacht: “If you have to ask how much it
costs, you shouldn’t buy one.”
A Possible Solution
The most straightforward way to resolve
the mismatch between public expectations
for NASA and the Agency’s ability to
deliver is to ask Congress for considerably
more money. Unfortunately, given the other
pressures on the Federal budget, the
likelihood of success in obtaining adequate
funding is not good. There is one other
possible solution.
This October, the US will celebrate the
50th anniversary of NASA’s founding.
NASA was very much a product of the cold
war. The Soviets had just launched Sputnik,
and we decided to send men to the Moon
to show the world that our system was
better. The race was on, and we won that
race on July 20, 1969.
There is no longer any reason for us to
demonstrate our technological superiority
through spectacular achievements in space.
It is time for us, as the only remaining
superpower, to accept a leadership role in
aeronautics and space and to cooperate
with the rest of the world. Let’s go back to
the Moon together. Let’s work on the other
problems together.
We are now finishing the construction
of a large, multinational platform in low
Earth orbit known as the International
Space Station. We have joined with the
Russians, Europeans and Japanese in a
cooperative venture that takes advantage
of the financial and technical capabilities
of all space-faring nations. We already
have demonstrated that we can work with
astronauts from other countries, that we can
assemble, in space, modules built in
factories around the world, and that we can
use Soviet launch vehicles and re-entry
capsules as part of the project. Let’s build
on this remarkable success.
The commercial aircraft that land in
New York and Los Angeles also fly to Paris
and to Rio, Narita and Singapore. We need
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an air traffic control system that works in
all airports around the world. Our space
science programs are very often planned
and executed in partnership with ESA,
Japan and others. Astrobiology is an
international endeavor with active
research centers and scientific

the federal budget at $2.8 trillion, 4% for
NASA would exceed $110 billion a year,
compared to the current budget of just over
$16B.
There’s no apparent national will, and
there is insufficient funding, to support the
Vision for Space Exploration. By trying to

“We’ve already won the race to the
Moon. Let’s go back there, this time
to set up a permanent outpost.”
organizations in Europe, Australia, the
Middle East, and Latin America. And
global warming is just that, a phenomenon
that affects all people regardless of where
they live. It is a critical problem that can
only be solved by working across national
boundaries.
We’ve already won the race to the
Moon. Let’s go back there, this time to
set up a permanent outpost, much as
various nations have done in Antarctica.
But this time, let’s take the Europeans,
Russians, Chinese, Indians, and others
with us. If we can solve the problem of
protecting people from space radiation
and decide to go on to Mars, let’s go there
as part of an international contingent as
well.
As a world economy, we can afford to
pursue the needed programs in
aeronautics, space science, earth science
and human exploration. There are
sufficient resources in the world and we
can succeed if we all are willing to work
together.
Summary
But first, we must recognize our
limitations and the folly of the Vision. At
the height of the Apollo program, NASA
spent about 4% of the federal budget.
There was a national mandate to get
humans to the moon during the decade,
and other programs in NASA and
elsewhere were put on hold. Today, with

do it the way we are, there is high risk to
the program itself. NASA is forced to
abdicate its other responsibilities in
aeronautics and in space and earth sciences.
The entire space community is to blame,
because we have not spoken up and
explained the issues thoroughly enough to
those making the political decisions.
The ending to the Hans Christian
Andersen tale is usually omitted in the
retelling. After they realized what the child
had said, the people all eventually agreed
and also cried: “But he has nothing on at
all.” This very much impressed the emperor
because it seemed to him that they must be
right. But he said to himself: “I must bear
up to the end.” So he and his chamberlains
continued on. The story finishes as follows:
“And the chamberlains walked with still
greater dignity, as if they carried the train
which did not exist.”
Fellow chamberlains, fellow citizens,
let’s not let that happen.

John M. Klineberg is a former CEO of
Swales Aerospace, president of Space
Systems/Loral, and director of NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight and Glenn
Research Centers. Excerpts of this
speech were delivered at Examining the
Vision: Balancing Science and
Exploration, A Stanford University and
Planetary Society Workshop, on
February 12-13, 2008.
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Seven Generations: A Re-Evaluation
of the Paine Report
by Alex Howerton
President Bush’s Vision for Space
Exploration (VSE) is under intense
pressure in this era of tight budgets and
presidential electoral politics. Aviation
Week recently reported that a group of
scientists were to gather at a conference in
February. Hosted by the Planetary Society,
the conference’s purpose was to discuss
options and alternatives to the VSE, which
could be presented to the next presidentelect.
Also, Jeff Foust recently reported in The
Space Review that this is the critical year
for the survival of VSE. He indicated that
NASA Administrator Mike Griffin
commented that NASA has had to absorb
almost $12 billion in budget reductions
over fiscal 2005 to 2012. This is the critical
period of VSE implementation, making it
very difficult to successfully achieve its
stated goals.
Even though NASA has issued key
contracts, especially in the Constellation
program, it is doubtful that VSE can
survive an administration change,
especially given the lukewarm support of
space initiatives from both sides of the
political fence.
A Republican would be sorely attempted
to throw the bone of VSE to detractors, in
exchange for increased funding for the war
in Iraq or other pet projects. It is also an
easy, visible method for a new Republican
president to distinguish himself from the
Bush administration and appear to be a
reformer.
On the Democratic side, it would be
very easy for a president-elect to bask in
the glow of elder statesman and Nobel
Laureate Al Gore and divert any space
spending to Earth observation, seeking
ways to mitigate global warming. Science
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and robotic missions would be emphasized
at the expense of crewed activity.
No matter what the outcome of the
presidential elections, VSE is an easy
target.
NASA tends to become a political
football, with each new administration
desiring to put its stamp on the direction
of the agency. NASA activities are highly
visible. Since Kennedy’s dramatic speech,
NASA has been viewed as one of the best
ways for a president to try to make his
stamp on history. Politics can often
overshadow the vision, however; even
before we achieved Kennedy’s grand
vision of landing a man on the Moon by
the end of the ‘60s, NASA’s budget had
begun to be eviscerated.
Space spending becomes an easy target
because the public does not often see the
immediate relevance of space development.
It can be unclear how such efforts can
augment other desirable activities, such as
environmental monitoring and job creation.
Moreover, NASA (and the space advocacy
community on the whole) often does a
lackluster job of communicating these
benefits to a wider audience. The result is
that space spending is usually in the front
of the line for the budget guillotine.
A Harris Poll conducted on April 10,
2007 listed respondents’ answer to this
question: “If spending had to be cut on
federal programs, which two federal
program(s) do you think the cuts should
come from?” The space program received
the sharpest blow of the hypothetical
budget ax at 51%, followed distantly by
welfare and defense at 28%. This is the
state of public perception, even though
NASA’s Fiscal Year 2007 federal budget
allocation was less than 1%, while defense

came in at 19%, and unemployment and
welfare registered 13%. It is nearly
impossible to establish stable NASA
funding in this political and cultural
climate.
There is a potential route out of this
terminal problem of presidential politics
and public apathy for space development.
In 1986, the National Commission on
Space released an astounding document,
Pioneering the Space Frontier. This
document is also known as the Paine
Report, named for Dr. Thomas O. Paine,
Chairman of the Commission and former
NASA Administrator. While this report
was overshadowed at the time by the
Challenger tragedy, it nonetheless remains
an excellent roadmap to the future for space
development. The commission was broadbased, bipartisan, and drew from many
fields, including science, public policy, and
the military. The commission spent many
months conducting wide-reaching surveys
and public forums to determine the public’s
true interest in space development. It is
interesting to note that many of the
currently most active space advocates are
listed as participants in the public forums
and as letter-writers. Even today, more than
twenty years later, the report contains clear,
coordinated, and innovative approaches to
developing America’s space future.
Many concepts advocated in practical
detail within the Paine Report’s pages have
not advanced much since that time, due to
the aforementioned nature of space politics.
These include earth observation and
environmental monitoring, public-private
sector cooperation (we are just now seeing
COTS be haltingly implemented),
development of space enterprise, reusable
vehicles, self-replicating factories, closed-
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loop life support systems, lunar and
asteroid resource utilization, tethers for
transportation and power generation, solar
power satellites, and many other
innovations. It contains a detailed,
economical, phased approach to space that
could lead to sustainable development and
many benefits flowing back to Earth.
One passage is especially striking,
indicating that perhaps it is time to
seriously re-examine this document, in
light of the battles over VSE:

loss of the opportunity of putting Space
Shuttle External Tanks (ETs) into orbit as
useful resources. The report, along with
many other early ‘80s space documents, is
a strong advocate of such an approach:
In addition to these natural resources,
there is a potentially valuable artificial
space resource that is now going to waste:
the shuttle’s external tanks. At present, with
each successful flight of a shuttle, an empty
tank with mass greater than the full payload
of the shuttle itself is brought to 99 percent

greatest squanderings of opportunities to
have occurred in American history. This
has happened because of a lack of a
comprehensive plan to develop space,
exacerbated by the above-reviewed
political landscape.
George Santayana tells us “Those who
cannot learn from history are doomed to
repeat it.” The Iroquois Confederacy
counsels us that “In every deliberation, we
must consider the impact of our decisions
on the next seven generations.” A renewed

“Jeff Foust recently reported in The Space Review that this is the
critical year for the survival of the Vision for Space Exploration.”
“Should the United States choose not to
undertake achievement of these economies
in launch and recovery capability, then the
Nation must face the probability that other
nations will rapidly overtake our position
as the world’s leading space faring nation.
The competition to get into space and to
operate effectively there is real. Above all,
it is imperative that the United States
maintain a continuous capability to put both
humans and cargo into orbit; never again
should the country experience the hiatus we
endured from 1975 to 1981, when we were
unable to launch astronauts into space.”
A reengagement of the recommendations
of this amazing and comprehensive
document could go a long way toward
short-circuiting the partisan politics
surrounding space development raging
between Republican and Democrats,
crewed versus robotics advocates, and
environmentalists versus champions of
economic development. The commission
was carefully and conscientiously
balanced, and many of the political
stakeholders of the day have since passed
from the stage. The recommendations of the
report are cogently conceived. They
acknowledge a broad spectrum of agendas,
and are eminently achievable.
Another looming travesty brought to
light by re-examining this document is the
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of orbital speed and then discarded to burn
up in the atmosphere. The shuttle fleet’s
flight schedule suggests that over a 10-year
period, about 10,000 tons of that tankage
will be brought almost to orbit and then
discarded. At standard shuttle rates, it
would cost about $35 billion to lift that
mass to orbit. There are reasonable
arguments, involving potential hazards and
the costs of maintaining tanks in orbit over
time, against saving this resource, but we
feel that so great a resource cannot be
ignored and propose that a new look be
taken. We cannot set limits now on what
uses could be made of shuttle tanks in orbit;
ingenuity and the profit motive might
produce useful ideas. One obvious use is
as shielding against radiation; another
possibility is mass for tether anchoring. We
therefore recommend that the potential
value, risks, and costs of stockpiling shuttle
external tanks in orbit be reviewed again
in light of increased orbital activities to
determine whether preserving a large
tonnage of fabricated aluminum, steel, and
other materials is desirable in the next 10
to 15 years.
While Gene Meyers and the Space
Island Group are still active, more than
likely the Space Shuttle era will pass
without one ET in orbit. This will
eventually be perceived as one of the

appreciation of the gift of the Paine Report
from the previous generation will help us
focus on building a sustainable future for
the following seven generations and
beyond. Taking such a broad view would
not only be incredibly inspirational,
especially coming from the mouth of a
presidential candidate, but would also go
a long way to stop the inter-party, interagency, and inter-constituency bickering
over space policy. The alternative is to
watch the VSE expire by the proverbial
“death of a thousand tiny cuts.”

References:
http://www.spaceref.com/
http://www.thespacereview.com/
http://www.harrisinteractive.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/
http://history.nasa.gov/painerep/begin.html
http://www.wisdomquotes.com/002322.html
http://www.freedom-here-and-now.com/7glt/

Alex Howerton is a Business
Development Consultant with
American Aerospace Advisors, Inc.
(http://www.american-aerospace.net/).
He can be reached by email at
ahowerton@american-aerospace.net.
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Recap of Space Flight Mechanics Meeting
The 18th Annual Space Flight Mechanics Meeting was held
from January 27 through January 31, 2008, in Galveston, Texas
at the San Luis Resort Spa and Conference Center. The meeting
was sponsored by the American Astronautical Society (AAS)
Space Flight Mechanics Committee and co-sponsored by the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
Astrodynamics Technical Committee. Approximately 193 people
registered for the meeting; attendees included engineers, scientists,
and mathematicians representing government agencies, the
military services, industry, and academia from the United States
and abroad.
There were 133 technical papers presented in 21 sessions on
topics related to space-flight mechanics and astrodynamics. The
two special sessions on Lunar Missions and Analyses, and USA
Space History, were well received and strongly attended. A special
workshop on Lunar Mission Design was held on Sunday by John
Carrico of Applied Defense Solutions, Dave Folta of NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, and Jim Woodburn of Analytical
Graphics, Inc.
The meeting included several special events. On Monday
evening, the 2007 AAS Dirk Brouwer Award recipient, Bernard
Kaufman, presented his lecture entitled “A Personal
Remembrance.” On Tuesday evening attendees participated in a
guided tour of Johnson Space Center, followed by special dinner
and awards presentation at Space Center Houston. The evening
ended with a guest lecture by Dr. Wendell Mendel on future lunar
missions.
A debt of gratitude is owed to the Session Chairs who made
this meeting successful: Jeff Beck, Matthew Berry, Dennis Byrnes,
Michael Gabor, Jim Gearhart, Bob Glover, Felix Hoots, Kathleen
Howell, Alan Lovell, Don Mackison, Craig McLaughlin, Bo
Naasz, Frederic Pelletier, Ron Proulx, Hanspeter Schaub, Paul
Schumacher, Tom Starchville, Al Treder, Jim Turner, Matthew
Wilkins and Jim Woodburn. Our gratitude also goes to Shannon
Coffey for his support and assistance with website administration.
We would also like to express our thanks to Analytical
Graphics, Inc., for the cover design and printing of the conference
programs, and for donated supplies and to the AAS Headquarters
staff for their support throughout the process.
Thomas J. Eller
Astro USA
LLCAAS General Chair

John Seago
Analytical Graphics, Inc.
AAS Technical Chair

Frederic Pelletier
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
AIAA General Chair

Beny Neta
Naval Postgraduate School
AIAA Technical Chair
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Bernard Kaufman, Tom Eller, Peter Bainum, and Jay Middour (Source:
Hannah Kaufman)
Presentation of the Brouwer Award
Galveston, Texas, January 28, 2008
During the 18th Space Flight Mechanics Meeting a special banquet was held for the presentation of the Brouwer Award. During
the ceremony Dr. Daniel Scheers of the University of Colorado
made remarks about the award itself. Dr. Terry Alfriend of Texas
A&M made remarks about the recipient, Bernie Kaufman. Dr.
Tom Eller, of Astro USA, LLC., AAS General Chair of the Meeting presented the award to Bernie. Below is a summary of Bernie’s
speech.
A Personal Remembrance - Bernard Kaufman’s Remarks
Summarized
Bernard Kaufman gave remarks after receipt of the 2007 Dirk
Brouwer Award at the AAS/AIAA Space Fight Mechanics
Meeting in Galveston, Texas.
He opened the lecture with thanks to the committee for the
Award, Terry Alfriend for nominating him, and Richard Battin,
Richard Holdaway, Peter Bainim, and John Prussing for
sponsoring his nomination.
His remarks summarized his career at the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
and highlighted programs and research he had worked on during
his 37 year career in astrodynamics. These programs and research
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included: autonomous satellite navigation, orbit determination,
lunar-solar perturbations, semi-analytic research, gravity assist,
satellite disintegration, launch window analysis, star cameras,
and perturbation analysis among other areas.
The talk outlined his career from 1961 until his retirement in
1998 from his first five years at NRL, his five years at GSFC,
and then the following twenty-seven years back at NRL. The
lecture was more of a personal history than a technical discussion
and was presented on a light note. He shared stories of interest
about the development of the space program in the early days
and the exciting events in which he was involved.
During his first five years at NRL, he worked under Roger
Easton, the inventor of the GPS system. The lecture outlined the
calibration of the Naval Space Surveillance (NAVSPASUR)
System Fence using the ECHO balloon and the first orbit
determination program that he wrote. Although crude by today’s
standards, the program was used for years.
The lecture further discussed the five years at GSFC, where
Mr. Kaufman started his early developments in long-term
predictions of orbit lifetime and gravity assist. An example of the
lifetime analysis was presented by its role in the serendipitous
saving of a scientific spacecraft. He also told a story of his early
involvement in what was, at that time, known as the Grand Tour.
He discussed how he wrote a highly accurate interplanetary
prediction program during this time, which he used for the
remainder of his career. This software incorporated accurate
modeling for precession and nutation (possibly the first complete
implementation for this kind of application). It also included a
highly accurate eclipse model for all of the planets and the Moon.
On returning to NRL, Mr. Kaufman’s work encompassed a
wide variety of topics including some work in astronomy. Much
of this work was in classified areas and resulted in very interesting

Terry Alfriend introduces Bernard Kaufman (Source: Hannah Kaufman)
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Bernard Kaufman, recipient of the 2007 Dick Brouwer Award (Source:
Hannah Kaufman)
and exciting work. The talk continued with events and stories
concerning his participation in the NRL space program. Some of
these stories involved the funny things that happened between
cleared and uncleared people involved in classified programs.
The lecture presented some details of the HERCULES camera
program at NRL, which was a hand-held, autonomous camera
flown on the space shuttle. It was capable of geo-locating the
center of the image to within two (2) nautical miles. This camera
utilized what was essentially the “go-to” technology of today’s
modern telescopes, but was developed long before it appeared on
the commercial market. The lecture continued with a detailed
discussion of the CLEMENTINE scientific mission to the Moon,
which was the first return to the Moon by the U.S. since Apollo,
and was the first of so-called “faster, better, cheaper” spacecraft.
Mr. Kaufman concluded the lecture with a brief description of
how technology had changed over the course of the years, talking
in particular about the change in computer technology, but
mentioning how the use of the two line element set had not really
changed since 1959.
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Symposium Honors Byron Tapley of
the University of Texas at Austin
by Margaret Baguio
For 50 years, Dr. Byron D. Tapley, principal investigator of
NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
mission and professor of aerospace engineering at The University
of Texas at Austin, has been an educator, a researcher, and a
visionary who has made unique and lasting contributions to the
field of aerospace education and research. On February 1, 2008,
a symposium was held in recognition of his 50 years of service at
the Center for Space Research, The University of Texas at Austin,
attended by more than 100 colleagues and former students from
around the world. The symposium was sponsored by The
University of Texas Cockrell School of Engineering and the
American Astronautical Society. Symposium presentations
spanned a range of disciplines that reflected Professor Tapley’s
interests and contributions in science and engineering, including
orbit determination and estimation theory, space mission design,
space geodesy, oceanography, and relativity. The numerous awards
Professor Tapley has received in his career include election to
the National Academy of Engineering, the American Geophysical
Union Charles A. Whitten Medal, the American Astronautical
Society Dirk Brouwer Award, the honorary doctorate from Delft

Bob Schutz, Master of Ceremonies (Source: Anne Eller)
University of Technology, and NASA’s recent 2007 William T.
Pecora Award to the GRACE science team for achieving
excellence in Earth observation.
Margaret Baguio is a Senior Program Coordinator for the
Center for Space Research, Cockrell School of Engineering
at The University of Texas at Austin.

Mrs. Tapley (mother), Byron Tapley, and Sofie Tapley (wife)
(Source: Anne Eller)
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Christoph Reigber, Byron Tapley, and Tom Eller (Source: Anne
Eller)
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AAS Education Committee Update
by Kirk W. Kittell, Vice President-Education
Here’s a quick update from the AAS Education Committee. If you are interested in the activities below, or if you would like to join
us, please contact us. Email aas.edu@gmail.com or join the discussion list at http://groups.google.com/group/aas-edu.
We need your help in various activities: judging student papers; acting as a mentor; sharing tips about upcoming space education
events. All help is gratefully welcomed. It is also necessary to perform good work.
Be a Voice of Experience
Can you write four to five paragraphs about an important experience in the growth of your career, and then answer questions posed
by students? If so, you should be a Voice of Experience. We need interesting folks like you with real stories to engage students on our
e-mentoring blog.
Student Technical Design Judging
We’re looking for two flavors of volunteer judges:
1. On site volunteers for DC-area grade school science fairs
2. Electronic judges for an AAS student activity: Lunar Rover Design Competition, http://earth.seds.org/rovers. Later in the year, we
will need a few on-site judges in Pasadena.
CubeSat Workshops
In January, students and professors met at ESA’s Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) in Noordwijk, the Netherlands,
for the Vega Maiden Flight CubeSat Workshop. This as the first dedicated CubeSat Workshop to be held at European level. Cal Poly
will be hosting the 5th Annual CubeSat Developers’ Workshop on April 9-11 at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. The AAS Education
Committee is in the preliminary stages of organizing a CubeSat workshop to be held before the International Astronautical Congress
in Glasgow, Scotland in September.
For more information:
* http://www.esa.int/esaED
* http://cubesat.calpoly.edu
Finally, on the topic of CubeSats, if you have technical expertise in satellite systems, you could contribute regularly as a mentor for
student CubeSat developers. The most recent question comes from the students of SEDSAT-2: “Is it more common to allow a charged
battery or to require a discharged battery for a CubeSat launch?” If you can provide the answer, email us.
Space Days
Students at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign write to tell us that they will host Illinois Space Day, a one-day education
event for grade school students on Saturday, April 26. See http://www.ae.uiuc.edu/iss/isd for more information. This is an event that
is inspired by the annual Purdue Fall Space Day (http://www.fallspaceday.com). You might also be interested in Lockheed Martin’s
Space Day, celebrated this year on May 2. Visit http://www.spaceday.org.
Do you know of any other events or activities? Tip us: aas.edu@gmail.com.
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Goddard Symposium Recognizes that
Yesterday’s Dream is Today’s Reality
by Dewayne Washington
Photographs: Courtesy of Chris Gunn/NASA GSFC

The 46th Robert H. Goddard Memorial
Symposium was held March 4-6, 2008 at
the Greenbelt Marriott Hotel in Greenbelt,
Maryland. This annual symposium is
sponsored by the American Astronautical
Society and supported by the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center. Corporate
sponsors included a.i. solutions, Inc.,
Computer Sciences Corporation, Lockheed
Martin and N. Hahn Investment Banking.
On the eve of NASA’s 50th
Anniversary, this Symposium brought
together leaders in government, industry,
academia, and entrepreneurs to consider
the history and current state of space
exploration and commercialization, and
collectively discuss new plans and
prospects for the future of humanity in
space. The theme was “Exploration to
Commercialization: Going to Work in
Space.”
Goddard Center Director, Dr. Ed Weiler
welcomed attendees on the first day and
introduced keynote speaker NASA
Administrator Michael Griffin. Opening

Ed Weiler introduces Michael Griffin
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Michael Griffin, opening Keynote Speaker,
addresses the audience.
keynote speaker for a third consecutive
year, Griffin remembered Dr. Robert
Goddard in his presentation with a focus
on “The Reality of Tomorrow.” Griffin
spoke of the evolving symposium themes
over the past 46 years from “strictly
technical subjects to the broader
implications of spaceflight for human
society.”
NASA’s eleventh administrator
highlighted the achievements of
commercial suborbital flight and spoke of
a need for NASA to develop strategies to
engage the emerging commercial space
sector to advance NASA’s goals. He also
recognized 2008 as one of the busiest years
of space activity in Goddard’s illustrious
history. Going to work in space for the men
and women of Goddard this year includes
the launching of nearly a dozen science
missions.
The first day of the symposium included
a presentation by Roger Launius, Senior

Curator of the National Air and Space
Museum, who provided ‘Perspectives on
the 50 th Anniversary of NASA’s
Founding’. He reviewed images of the
Saturn V vehicle at liftoff; the Earth and
Moon from Apollo 8; the footprint on the
moon; planting the U.S. flag on the moon;
and a view of the Earth from Apollo 17.
He recalled that the tone for human space
exploration was set with the words: “We
came in peace for all mankind.”
Other first day presentations included
William Gerstenmaier, NASA Associate
Administrator for Space Exploration,
speaking about humans working in space
today on the International Space Station
and Space Shuttle. Tom Cremins, Deputy
Associate Administrator for Exploration
Systems, discussed NASA’s efforts to
sustain a Human Presence in Space. Lon
Rains, Editor of Space News, talked about
the international role in expanding human

A. Thomas Young
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presence in space. He cited the importance
of international leaders with political
courage. A. Thomas Young, former
Director of the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center and President and COO of
Martin Marietta, currently involved with
the U.S. Space Program, provided the
luncheon address. Afternoon presentations
included a History of the Vision for Space
Exploration by Stephen Garber and Ken
Davidian discussing ways to encourage
commercial space capabilities. Two panel
sessions on the Emerging Space Adventure
Industry, and Spaceports and Commercial
Space Launches, rounded out the afternoon
and were extremely well received by the
audience.
Dr. John H. Marburger III, Science
Advisor to the President, was the keynote
speaker for day two and recalled his
remarks at the 44th Goddard Symposium:
“Questions about the Vision boil down to
whether we want to incorporate the Solar
System in our economic sphere, or not.
Exploration by a few is not the grandest
achievement. Occupation by many is
grandeur. Not necessarily in the sense of
permanent human occupation, but in the
sense of routine access to resources.”

international collaboration to sustain
human exploration. With regards to Mars
as an eventual destination for human
presence, he indicated that the current
policy emphasizes a step-by-step approach
with deep space exploration necessarily as
a “journey, not a race.”
Sessions on the second day included
Moon Science by David Smith; Investing
in Technology to enable future missions by
Laurie Leshin; and a panel on Faces for
the Future moderated by Ed Hoffman. The
lunch speaker was retired Admiral Conrad
Lautenbacher, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Administrator, who spearheaded the effort
to encourage world science and policy
leaders to work toward a common goal of
building a sustained Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).

F. Landis Markley and Frank Slazer

Conrad Lautenbacher

Frank Slazer and John Marburger
Marburger cited the need to craft the
architecture of the exploration phase with
sustainability in mind and a future where
successors will reap the benefits of the new
territories after exploration ceases. He
emphasized the importance of enhanced
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James Zimmerman and Frank Slazer

Frank Slazer, AAS President, presented
F. Landis Markley with a 2007 AAS
Fellow plaque and James V. Zimmerman
with the 2008 Award for the Advancement
of International Cooperation.
The afternoon sessions included a
presentation by Dr. Frank Cepollina about
the Hubble Servicing Mission later this
year. He emphasized the importance of
modularity and tools in the architecture and
design to enable repair and refurbishment
of past, present and future satellites and

observatories. Louis Lanzerotti, New
Jersey Institute of Technology, spoke about
the importance of a Space Weather
predictive capability, to protect our
astronauts and space assets. Dr. Jim Garvin
presented a summarized understanding of
Mars and reflected on the results from
recent satellite observations and Rover
data. Dr. Mario Livio, Head, Office of
Public Outreach/Space Telescope Science
Institute talked about Astrophysics Beyond
2020 and the pursuit of improved
understanding directed at the big questions
facing us in astrophysics.
In a closing review, Wesley Huntress,
Director, Geophysical Laboratory at
Carnegie Institution of Washington,
reviewed our plans, our resources, our
destinations and our challenges to sustain
space exploration. This year’s symposium
featured three receptions including a Future
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AAS NEWS

Frank Slazer and Frank Cepollina

Leaders Networking Reception attended by
university students with the largest
contingent from the University of Illinois.
“From all we have heard, I believe this
to be our most successful symposium to
date,” said Jim Kirkpatrick, Executive
Director, AAS. “There was a good variety
of topics, presenters, national and
international subjects and focus. We also
had our largest attendance of Goddard
employees as well. I am very proud of all
the hard work of each committee member
and would like to thank them for a job well
done.”

PowerPoint graphics of the
presentations will be available on the AAS
website.

Dewayne Washington is a Public Affairs
Specialist at the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center and a member of the
Planning Committee for this
Symposium.
Chris Gunn is a photographer for the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

More than twenty students from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign attended the Symposium. NASA GSFC arranged for
a special tour of their facilities for the students.
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AAS NEWS

News for AAS Members
Call for Committee Volunteers
Are you interested in being considered as a member of the 2008 Awards, Fellows or Nominations Committees?
These committees will meet late summer/early fall and conduct their meetings by teleconference. The president
appoints committee chairs, but the chairs need to select committee members, and are always looking for
volunteers. Please contact the AAS Office if you are interested.

Call for 2008 Fellows Nominations
Candidates must be a current member of AAS with significant scientific, engineering, academic and/or management
contributions to astronautics and space. In addition, contributions to AAS are considered. Selection procedures,
nomination cover sheet and a complete list of Fellows elected since 1954 can be viewed on the website
at www.astronautical.org. Nominations can be submitted by any AAS member, and must be received by the AAS
Office by June 16, with supporting letters due by July 16. The Fellows Committee will review all submissions, and
their recommended candidates will be sent to officers, directors and active Fellows for vote.

Call for 2008 Award Nominations
Each year AAS presents awards to recognize the excellence and professional service of our own membership and
members of the space community. You are invited and strongly encouraged to nominate worthwhile candidates for
these awards. Award descriptions, previous recipients and nomination procedures can be viewed on the website at
www.astronautical.org. Nominations will be accepted by the AAS Office through July 16, at which time the Awards
Committee will review all submissions and forward names of recommended candidates to the officers and directors
for vote. Recipients (and newly elected Fellows) will be invited to accept their award at the AAS National Conference
and Annual Meeting at the Pasadena Hilton in November.

Articles for SPACE TIMES
Have you written (or do you plan to write) a space-related article you’d like published in the SPACE TIMES
magazine? How about an opinion piece on a current issue of interest to the space community? Maybe you’ve read
a great article that would be of interest to the AAS membership and could be reprinted. If so, please contact the
editor, Jeff Elbel, at elbel@saic-chicago.com.

Moving? Changing jobs?
If you’ve changed your address, job, or situation, please let us know – you can call the AAS Office at 703-866-0020
or send us your updated information online from the website. Don’t forget you can also renew your membership
online.
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NOTES ON NEW BOOKS

The Story of Manned Space Stations:
An Introduction
Reviewed by James M. Busby
The Story of Manned Space Stations: An
Introduction, Philip Baker, Springer/
Praxis Publishing, 170 pages, 2007,
$29.95 USD, ISBN-10:0387307753.

A few years ago a friend from an
eastern bloc country told me that the
Soviets had put machine guns on a Salyut
Space Station in the 1970’s. I just laughed.
Now I wish I hadn’t.
Phillip Baker outlines the history of
international space stations in his new
book. Although it is a small book at 170
pages, he tells quite a bit of history that
few have totally known before - like the
fact that the Salyut-3 space station had a
machine gun system onboard which was
actually tested in space!
The book is filled with facts and
revelations about the nearly century-long
efforts at building space platforms from
which people could live, fight and observe
Earth. Baker starts with the Nordung
station of 1928, and lists many of the
designs that led up to today’s International
Space Station. In this book, we can read
about other major space platforms that
were attempted, like the USAF-MOL. We
can read about the tests that led up to
America’s Skylab and Russia’s Salyut and
Almaz stations.
The writer even describes the Soviet
Union’s attempt to place the Polyus space
“battle” station in orbit with the first
launch of the Energia booster. The attempt
was ordered to fail by Premier Mikhail
Gorbachev, who had just met with
President Ronald Reagan. Gorbachev
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assured the President that the USSR had
no plans for such “Star Wars” weapons!
Baker’s volume provides a concise
history of mankind’s first attempts to make
a home in earth orbit. While it lacks the
depth that many readers would like (I wish
that it had a bibliography for in-depth
research), it fits nicely into one’s library
and presents the essential facts about these
space platforms. This content is very
current, and an appendix even lists the
many future missions needed to complete
the International Space Station.
Oddly, another appendix is about space
mission patches. It begins with Valentina
Tereshkova’s patch on Vostok-6, which I
did not know about!
Baker describes the somewhat
successful Mir missions, but I found that I
wanted to cross index the dates and lengths

of these flights. Such facts are sometimes
missing in this book. Ultimately, this is a
useful book that should be in everyone’s
list of space station references - until a
better one appears!

James Busby is not a lunar spacecraft
designer, but he played one on TV. He
was the technical advisor for Tom
Hanks’ HBO miniseries From the Earth
to the Moon and played a pencil tapping
Grumman designer in episode five. He
currently assists at the Aerospace
Legacy Foundation in Downey,
California, where retirees from North
American Aviation, Rockwell, and
Boeing are helping to create the
Columbia Space Science Center with
the city.
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The Lunar Exploration Scrapbook- a
Pictorial History of Lunar Vehicles
Reviewed by James M. Busby
The Lunar Exploration Scrapbook - a
Pictorial History of Lunar Vehicles,
Robert Godwin, Collector’s Guide
Publishing, Inc., 224 pages, December
2007, $36.95 USD, ISBN-10:1894959698
I tried to get an advance copy of this
volume, but the buzz was so overwhelming
that the publisher said that it was
impossible. Once I purchased it, I
understood why. As a child born just before
Sputnik, I have read most of the books
about the early designs for ways to get to
the Moon. There have been some beautiful
tomes like The Dream Machines by Ron
Miller and The Spaceship Handbook by
Jack Haggerty and Jon C. Rogers, but they
have always been printed in limited
numbers. They’re hard to obtain and
expensive. These previous books were
based mostly on press releases and public
information that was found here or there.
The Lunar Exploration Scrapbook cuts
right to the blueprints. Most contractors get
rid of their plans and blueprints after they
lose a contract, since they don’t want the
winning competitor to know their
philosophy of approach. I have heard tales
about how bosses would roll trash carts
by every desk within hours of losing a
contract, telling the employee to trash the
contents of their desks … now! This
process would leave not a shred of paper
or a plan.
Robert Godwin must have been hiding
in those trash cans, as he put those “lost”
plans in this beautiful book.
I have seen many of these lost ideas in
our little museum here at the former
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Rockwell plant in Downey, CA, but I have
to say that I was amazed at what this book
contains. Incredible concepts, plans, and
photos of early mockups grace the pages
of this book. I never knew that some of
these designs ever went beyond crude
exterior drawings. Many of these went to
the mockup stage and even further - right
to the point of bending metal. Many were
in advance development.
Upon reading this book, you will
wonder whatever happened to our lunar
base, as everything was designed and just
waiting for the money to build the flyers,
crawlers, landers, and bases. This is a book
of what could have been.
This is a wonderful book that you will
want in your library. You will recommend
it to your friends who love space history
or those who dream of building tomorrow’s
spacecraft.
The computer generated images that
were created for this book vary in quality,

as the author was learning texture mapping
while writing the book. The Lunar
Exploration Scrapbook is large, though
there are some designs that had to be
omitted to keep the price reasonable. And
hey - isn’t that my uncredited model on
page 62?

James Busby is not a lunar spacecraft
designer, but he played one on TV. He
was the technical advisor for Tom
Hanks’ HBO miniseries From the Earth
to the Moon and played a pencil tapping
Grumman designer in episode five. He
currently assists at the Aerospace
Legacy Foundation in Downey,
California, where retirees from North
American Aviation, Rockwell, and
Boeing are helping to create the
Columbia Space Science Center with
the city.
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IN MEMORIUM
Mr. G. David Low, astronaut, space industry executive, and engineer, died of cancer at age 52 on March
15, 2008. Mr. Low worked for NASA from 1980-1996, first as an engineer at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
and then as an astronaut at the Johnson Space Center. He joined the Orbital Sciences Corporation in
February 1996, where he was Senior Vice President and Deputy General Manager of the Advanced
Programs Group. He was an active member of the AAS Board of Directors from 2004-2006, also serving
on the Executive Committee during that time.
Mr. Low is the son of the late George M. Low, former NASA Administrator and President of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. He is survived by his wife JoAnn Andochick Low, three children, his mother, two
brothers, two sisters, and numerous nieces and nephews.
The family suggests memorial donations in Mr. Low’s memory to the American Cancer Society or the
Astronaut Scholarship Foundation, 6225 Vectorspace Boulevard, Titusville, FL 32780,
www.astronautscholarship.org.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

AAS EVENTS SCHEDULE
May 2, 2008
Out of This World Gala
Achievement Rewards for College Scientists Foundation
Honoring Barbara Radding Morgan
Ronald Reagan Building
Washington ,DC
For information:
www.astronautical.org./documents/galaflyer.pdf
June 13-15, 2008
*Student CanSat Competition
Amarillo, Texas
For information: www.cansatcompetition.com
June 29-July 1, 2008
*F. Landis Markley Astronautics Symposium
The Hyatt Regency Chesapeake Bay
Cambridge, Maryland
For information: johnc@eng.buffalo.edu
August 18-21, 2008
*AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics Specialist Conference
Hilton Hawaiian Village
Honolulu, Hawaii
For information: www.aiaa.org

November 17-19, 2008
AAS National Conference and 55th Annual Meeting
Pasadena Hilton
Pasadena, California
For information: www.astronautical.org
January 31-February 4, 2009
AAS Guidance and Control Conference
Beaver Run Resort and Conference Center
Breckenridge, Colorado
Abstract Deadline: September 15, 2008
For information: www.aas-rocky-mountain-section.org
February 8-12, 2009
*AAS/AAIA Space Flight Mechanics Winter Meeting
Hilton Savannah DeSoto
Savannah, Georgia
Abstract Deadline: October 6, 2008
For information: www.space-flight.org

*AAS Cosponsored Meetings

AAS CORPORATE MEMBERS
The Aerospace Corporation
Air Force Institute of Technology
a.i. solutions, inc.
Analytical Graphics, Inc.
Applied Defense Solutions, Inc.
Applied Physics Laboratory / JHU
Arianespace
Auburn University
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp.
The Boeing Company
Braxton Technologies, Inc.
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Computer Sciences Corporation
Edge Space Systems, Inc.
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
General Dynamics AIS
George Mason University, CAPR
Honeywell Technology Solutions, Inc.
International Space University
Jacobs Technology, Inc.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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KinetX, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Lunar Transportation Systems, Inc.
N. Hahn & Co., Inc.
Noblis
Northrop Grumman Space Technology
Orbital Sciences Corporation
The Pennsylvania State University
Raytheon
SAIC
The Tauri Group
Technica, Inc.
Texas A&M University
United Launch Alliance
Univelt, Inc.
Universal Space Network
University of Florida
Utah State University / Space Dynamics Laboratory
Virginia Tech
Women in Aerospace
Wyle Laboratories
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